
Our country is a great land of having very rich spiritual and ethical values and teaches us a way of living through 
our Epics.  As students we can learn the value of determination to achieve our goal in studies under any 

circumstances and devotion to the Guru from the story of Ekalavya from the 
Mahabharat.
Ekalavya was a tribal. He was very much interested in learning archery. He 
approached Sri. Dronacharya, who was the Guru of Pandavas and Kauravas. 
Dronacharya being a superior caste person refused to teach the art to Ekalavya. 
But Ekalavya was not disheartened and he was firm in his determination to learn 
archery. He made an idol of Dronacharya with clay with great devotion. He 
practiced archery as if the Guru is physically present there and teaching him 
archery, with one pointed attention and devotion to the Guru. He became very 
successful in learning the art of archery, to the dismay of the Pandavas.  One day 

Ekalavya filled the mouth of the barking dog with the arrows without hurting it to quieten the barking dog.   
Dronacharya and the Pandavas were amazed at the archery skill of Ekalavya .  Arjuna because of his self-respect 
could not tolerate the superiority of Ekalavya's archery skill.  He insisted his guru to take the fees due to the teacher 
by asking Ekalavya to cutoff his right hand thumb.  Ekalavya immediately, without any hesitation, cut off the thumb 
of his right hand and offered it to Dronacharya with great respect and reverence. This made Ekalavya incapable of 
using his skill in archery which he learnt with his determination and single pointed orientation to it. This shows us 
the greatness of learning with determination and reverence to the Guru.
As students we should also become like Ekalavya in achieving the goal of our studies and lead a life of ethical and 
moral values and devotion to our teachers.

When asked to write the editorial for this issue of learning exists in a child already and the job of an 
"Spandan" my first response was to reply in the educational institution should be to provide the means 

negative because I could not fathom what I would be and the students to explore and utilise the means.
able to write. However after some pondering I thought I The highest goal of education, is the knowledge of 
would pen these few words. Good; to nurture a child to a better human being and it is 
When Saktama was started it was with the principle and not merely an awareness of material benefits.
objective of providing an opportunity for Divine Moral, Ethical and Spiritual Education are very integral 
Resource Development in the students enrolled. Over aspects of education. Morality comprises of principles 
the last few years it has been the continuous endeavour that have evolved over time. It is a rational and 
of the management to provide the same. systematic application of a set of principles. Moral 
As Plato put it : "The object of education is to turn the values are timeless and should be inculcated from the 
eye which the soul already possesses to the light. The earliest possible stage of one's life. These values 
whole function of education is not to put knowledge into provide us with the ideology and help us in forming 
the soul, but to bring out the best things that are latent in specific policies which formulate the way of life in the 
the soul, and to do so by directing it to the right objects. way a society should behave and exist. These 
The problem of education, then, is to give it the right principles are essential to discern what is right and 
surrounding.” wrong.  
This would aptly reflect the purpose of Satkama. We An ideal school should provide avenues to explore all 
are trying to provide the right surrounding so that the the different aspects of these values. Satkama was 
best things which are there are directed properly. A started with this ideal and I believe we have over the 
student should learn by doing, knowledge which is past few years successfully tried to and did implement 
acquired under compulsion obtains no hold on the various strategies in order to inculcate the same. 
mind. Education should be to ensure the total These are few thoughts I felt I would share with all of 
development of a man, mind, body and soul by using you.
every possible means. The power and capacity of 
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Indradyumna was the king of the Pandyas.  He was a great ruler of Madura in South India. He took 
good care of his people and they loved him.  After his son grew up, Indradyumna made his son the 

king of Madura  and went to the forest to meditate.
One evening, Indradyumna was meditating outside his ashram. Sage Agastya came with his disciples 
and stood outside waiting for Indradyumna to open his eyes and receive them. However Indradyumna 
was so lost in the meditation that he did not even notice that anyone had come to the ashram. He 
remained immersed in his prayers.  Sage Agastya waited and waited and finally he lost his temper. 
Overcome with anger, Sage Agastya cursed the king to be born as an elephant  because of his proud 
and haughty nature.   
So Indradyumna was born as the lord of the elephants, Gajendra on a  famous mountain called Trikuta 
which was covered by a forest.  It had many wild animals. One day Gajendra was roaming with a herd 
of queens in the forest. After wild wandering he and his 
herd became thirsty.  They reached a lake and stopped 
at its banks to quench their thirst.  Many fishes, tortoises 
and crocodiles lived in the lake.  The elephant king filled 
his trunk and satisfied his thirst. He also helped his 
queens and calves.  He also enjoyed playing with them 
by splashing water.  A crocodile which was living in the 
lake got disturbed by their noise.  He got annoyed and 
caught the foot of Gajendra.  
Gajendra roared and tried to wriggle himself out of the 
clutches of the crocodile.  But the crocodile was far 
stronger in the water than the elephants.  Slowly Gajendra was pulled into the deadly waters.  Seeing 
his pitiable state, all his queens deserted him to fend for himself.    

Gajendra felt utter helplessness. All his pride in his  strength left him.  
Gajendra having lost faith in his own effort prayed, “All our efforts 
are useless without His help and grace.  Only He who has no form 
and is yet capable of assuming countless forms at His will, He who is 
the Life of Life and Death of Death, He whom the sages enshrine in 
their hearts, can conquer this terrible dragon.  O Lord Supreme, I 
seek refuge in Thee.  With body bent and sincere devotion, I beg for 
your help and grace.  As father to a son, turn your face to me.  I do 
not want this earthly life to be saved, but the life eternal vouchsafed 
to me, a life which cannot be ended or destroyed by demons like 
this.  I repent for all my sins, past and present, and seek refuge in 
Thee”.  Saying this, he 
plucked a lotus from the lake 
and held it aloft as an 
offering to Lord Vishnu.  At 
once, the Lord appeared on 
Garuda, with his conch, 

discus, mace and arm held aloft as a sign of His protection from 
fear.  He called out to the crocodile to let the elephant go.  The 
crocodile refused.  So, the Lord cut off the crocodile's head 
with His discus and released Gajendra.  Gajendra bowed low 
to the Lord and was patted and stroked with affection.  At the 
Divine touch, all egotism left him, and the facts of his past birth 
came to him.  
In the past life the crocodile was a gandharva named Huhu and 
he had been cursed by a rishi.  He rose from the crocodile's 
body, bowed to the Lord and returned to his own world.  
After remembering his past, Gajendra did not desire to live the 
animal life of an elephant any longer.  He engaged himself in 
penance and meditation, and soon got purged of all his sins, and attained salvation.

This legend is meant to tell the truth that in unfavorable circumstances, it is only God 
who helps.

Illustrator : G. B. Setti
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STORY OF MASTER - UNDERSTANDING OF TRUTH  
Reference Book : Spirituality

In 1977 when I had gone to Shajahanpur, there was an occasion 
to ask Pujya Babuji about a subtle subject. A few foreigners had 

already been made preceptors in the Sri Ramchandra Mission. A 
few defects were also observed in them. With a feeling of arrogance, 
I felt that the defects in them is not good  for our sanstha and it was 
wrong to appoint them, and that Master had not seen these defects, 
in a way I confronted Pujya Babuji with it. His reply was “we observe 
defects in others not to count them.  We do it so as to pray for the 
development of qualities that we wished they had. Only when we do 
that we will be eligible to be called human.” It is not easy that to grasp 

this. It took about 10 years to know that this siddi is acquired by doing sadhana.

One thing which I like to introduce in our Satsangh is that at 9.00 p.m. sharp every abhyasi, 
wherever he might happen to be at the time, should stop his work and meditate for 15 minutes, 
thinking that all brothers and sisters are being filled up with love and devotion and that real faith 
is growing stronger in them. It shall be of immense value to them, which their practical 
experience only shall reveal.  - Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj

SAHAJ SEVA SAMSTHAN 

Sahaj Seva Samsthan was started in the year 1991 Pujya Dr. K. C. Varadachari Nutritive Supplement 
by the disciples of Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj of Scheme was started on the occasion of centenary 

Shahjahanpur, U.P., who is responsible for ushering in birth year of Pujya Dr.K.C.Vardachari  in 2002. Under 
a new era in spiritual enlightenment. His modified Pujya Dr.K.C.Varadachari Nutritive Supplement 
Raja Yoga- where in with the help of 'Pranahuti' one Scheme Sahaj Seva Samsthan is distributing free 
can successfully and easily regulate one's mind- is a biscuits and milk every day to all the students and staff 
boon to the suffering humanity. of Satkama and Bodh schools. The scheme runs with 
Following the 'Natural Path' which he propounded, gracious contributions of people who want to serve 
many of us feel immense relief from the torments, and try to find ways to help others. The contributions 
miseries and tensions which are inherent in the are made either life time subscriptions (3000/- Rs) or 
modern life. one day in a year (300/- Rs) subscription. The life time 
Yoga – basically means linking ourselves with the subscription is for 15 years. One day subscription is 
Divine Consciousness and Pranahuti successfully for one day in a year. On either scheme, their chosen 
brings about this link, strengthens it and finally helps in names of the persons will be displayed in the school 
achieving harmony with our real nature which is as mark of respect towards them and the money 
divine. Since leading a divine life also implies leading contributed will be used for preparing biscuits and 
a life liberated from selfishness- anyone practicing ready mix powder for preparing instant milk. On some 
Natural Path is naturally attracted to helping and days in which we do not find any contributor Samsthan 
serving fellow brethren in whatever way it is possible. will donate the money to continue the scheme. 
Thus was born Sahaj Seva Samsthan to provide a SSS is also running a hospital named “Mahatma Sri 
platform for its members to express divinity which is Ramchandra Centenary Memorial Hospital” since 
nothing but Love. 1999- the year we celebrated the Centenary of the 
Samsthan started working in the field of education and birth of the Special Personality.
is successfully running the school BODH which was The hospital is running in Vijayanagar Colony in 
first of its kind in India to help children with Special modest premises and is serving the local community 
Educational Needs. (Information about the work in the by providing medical, surgical, paediatrics and ENT 
special school BODH is available on the Net on our services at one third of the prevailing market rates. 
website- www.sahajsevasamsthan.org) Here also Samsthan is trying to live with the attitude 
Since eight years, it is running Satkama School where that serving patients is a service to the divine and we 
the Divine Resource in the children is being nurtured. are privileged to be given the opportunity to serve.
By the dedicated efforts of the teachers and the As the activities of Samsthan increase in its scope and 
enthusiasm of its students we are meeting our spread and its services are recognized by the society, 
objectives of nurturing children to become successful the Values of service, cooperation and coexistence 
in lives by developing a happy attitude. which are spiritual in nature and which can be easily 
Samsthan's vocational wing has been imparting imbibed by seeking the blessings of Sri Ramchandraji 
vocational training to the students of Bodh and Maharaj and following his Natural Path will become 
Satkama in the vocations of biscuit making and the new normal mode of functioning in future as 
Citronella candle making. Students spend one period dreamt and envisaged by the sages like Sri 
a week in learning these activities Aurobindo.

Dr. K. Madhava, President, Sahaj Seva Samsthan
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SATKAMA SCHOOL 

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Sri Vidyadhar Joshi

This week’s theme in the School is 
aspiration. Aspiration can be understood 

as a longing to become something good or 
meaningful. A seed signifies aspiration. 
Whether it gets eaten as grain or grows into a 
tree giving fruit to others, it ultimately seeks to 
become something of use to others. In the 
process, it loses itself. It has no selfish motive. 
Such a seed is in all of us waiting to sprout if 
we choose to nurture it. Methods and 
teachings of our Masters help us to nurture 
this seed in us in a way that ensures 
happiness for all.  This time of the year 
reminds us of the onset of spring season 
which is popularly known as “Basant Ritu”. It is 
the time of the year when we start seeing trees 
blooming with fresh leaves and flowers 
signaling hope.  I understand that aspiration is 
based on hope. One aspires only when one 
hopes.
Our Grand Master, Pujya Lalaji Maharaj has 
said “Serving the fellow beings of the world 
without any selfish motive is the best kind of 
sacrifice and worship.” To work selflessly in all 
our actions in normal worldly life, is not a 
desire but an aspiration. We feel this 
aspiration has the hope of its fulfillment in our 
sincerely following the methods of Natural 
Path.  I wish all children and readers of 

nd
Spandan, a very Happy New Year on the 142  
year of the Lalaji Era.

Y. Daya Sagar, VII Class

11.9.13 – I felt fresh.

25.9.13 – I felt I was the only person in the class.

4.11.13  - I felt peace ful.

M. Pranay Kumar, VII Class

25.7.13 –  After meditation I felt calm and fresh.

4.9.13 – I felt fresh.

6.11.13 – I felt calm and peace in my heart.

S. K. Anilya, VII Class

 17.9.13 – I felt calm.

22.10.13 – I felt cool.

28.10.13 – I felt so peace.

N. Supriya, VII Class

25.7.13 – I felt very happy after 
meditation.
31.7.13 – I felt cool and fresh after 
meditation.
25.9.13 – I felt happy.

 Illustration
S. Sai Sree,  IX Class

Meditation on supposition of Divine Light is given as a 15 minute daily practice for 

students of VII to X class. Below reports show how the students felt after meditation.

 I am Syed Saqeeb Ali of Class X.   I have been 
studying in this school from Class III.  I have 

learnt many things in this school and have learnt 
many values.  Cooperation is my favorite of all 
values because where there is Cooperation 
there is success.  Truth is the basic principle of 
this school.  By speaking Truth a man can live his 
life very happily.  This is my last year in this 
school and I am preparing well for the 
examinations.  One important message I want to 
give to my juniors is that “A man is not 
constructed with any metal or a part, but a man is 
constructed only with his heart.”
So don't cheat and don't lie.  In the sense you are 
cheating your future.  
I have enjoyed many things in this school.  Every 
year this School has taken me to field trips like 
trip to Nagarjuna Sagar dam, trip to M.H.I.L 
Cement Factory etc.  Our School has its own 
magazine, moral stories written by children, 
drawings made by children, etc.  and also some 
important messages of Pujya Babuji Maharaj.
I want all the students to read the magazine and 
encourage our Samsthan to continue the 
magazine.
I thank all students, guest contributors for their 
contributions to the newsletter.  
 We always welcome your feedback and 
suggestions to improve our newsletter.  Please 
feel free to write to

  spandan@sahajsevasamsthan.org

Student Editorial 

Syed Saqeeb Ali, X Class
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Service and sacrifice are the two instruments to build up the temple of spirituality. Love is of 
course the foundation.                     - Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj



OUR PAGES

HELPFUL

Once upon a time Satvik and Sravani were playing.  They 
saw a small boy crying for chocolate.  Sativik told to 

Sravani, “We will give our chocolates to him”.  They gave 
chocolates to him and the small boy went home happily.  Next day, they 

went for cycling and saw a girl who fell down fro
from her cycle.  They immediately went there 
and did first aid to that girl.  All these activities were observed by a girl named 
Srinidhi.  Srinidhi came to Satvik and Sravani's school for admission but she did 
not get into that school.  Srinidhi did not feel sad and while going back home saw 
Satvik and Sravani.  She went to the principal and told him about their good 
behavior and helping nature.  Next day during morning assembly, the principal 
praised Satvik and Sravani for their good behavior.  Satvik, Sravani and Srinidhi 
became good friends too. Moral:  Be friendly and helpful to others.

V. Chinmayee, V Class

HELPFUL

One day Ramu and his friends were 
playing cricket. Ramu was 

bowling and Raju was batting.  Raju hit 
the ball and the ball fell into Ramu's neighbour's 

house.  No one wanted to 
go and get the ball. Ramu 
went and said,"sorry, we will 
not hit the ball again."  Aunty 
gave the ball and Ramu said 
thank you.
Moral: We should always 

have courage.

one day a boy was running to a 
shop.  His 

name was Raju.  
Raju's sister was also running 
after him.  His sister fell down.  
A boy sitting on a bench nearby 
helped Raju's sister.  He helped 
her to stand and gave some 
water and first aid. Raju came 
back and took his sister home.  

Moral: Be helpful.

Ramya Sri, III Class

COURAGE
V.Navadeep, III Class

A. Jaya Prakash Naidu

 V Class

PUZZLE
How many triangles are there? 
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Illustrator : G. B. SettiColour the picture below

Solutions on Page 15

Value Puzzle

Final answer hint : Our school name

Bharata before starting his work as a deputy of Rama as per the Valmiki Ramayana said “This 
kingdom is Rama’s. For the time being he has asked me to be in charge.  In my brothers’ place I have 
installed his sandals. Deriving my authority from them I shall do my work as King.”   According to the 
Hindu scriptures one should serve the world unselfishly and without attachment leaving the fruit of 
ones’ work at the feet of the Master. This altruistic way of life of service is the best form of service to 
the Master.       -   Pujya Sri K. C. Narayana

Make a word using the letters in the circles.

V. P. S. Tejaswini, VI Class

s

A A 

T A 

K

M

Giving something important to someone so that they get 

benefited. 

A deep craving or seeking to become something higher 
or better.

Telling things as they are. 

 Being gentle, caring and helpful towards others.

Good and polite ways of speaking and behaving. 

2

3 5 2

1

3

6 1 3

6

Play with Sudoku

Fill the empty cells with numbers
between 1 and 6.  Every row and
column and every group of six 
boxes inside the thicker lines must
contain each number only once.
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Complete the crossword
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Names of the Months of the Lalaji Era

Across

Down

4. The birthday of Pujya Lalaji Maharaj comes in 
this month.

5. The tenth month has the word 'sat' in it.

7. The sixth month is named after Pujya Iswar 
Sahai.

9. The month that comes after Prabhu.

10. The third month starts with the letter B.

12. The eleventh month is named after the 
intimate of Lord Krishna whose very nature is 
‘Love Universal’.

1. The ninth month is the nature of Lord Krishna 
who treats all as equal.

2. The twelfth month is named after Swami 
Vivekananda.

3. The eighth month is named after Lord Krishna.

6. The fourth month is named after our beloved 
Master Pujya Babuji Maharaj.

8. The seventh month is named after Pujya Dr. K. 
C. Varadachari.

11. The month that comes after the month of 
Samavarthi.

Complete the Rangoli and colour it

Solutions on Page 15
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ndArt fair was conducted in our school on 2  
November.  The paintings and drawings of 
students were kept on sale.  Students made 
many crafts like painted colourful pots, 
decorative items and they were kept on sale.  

th thStudents of 9  and 10  classes volunteered and 
helped teachers in arranging all the things.  
Students in Vocational wing made many things such as saplings, vertical garden etc.  The saplings were also kept 
on sale.  Parents visited the fair and encouraged all the students by buying the items.  Sri C. V. Koteswara Rao 
garu, VP, SSS and Sri M. Narayana Murthy garu, Secretary, SSS visited arts and crafts fair and appreciated 
students' efforts.  

Arts & Craft Fair

The teachers conducted the assembly on 
st rdChildren's day.  For 1  to 3  classes, running 

th thrace was conducted and 4  to 10  played dog 
thand the bone. Throw ball was conducted for 9  

thand 10  class. A beautiful song was sung by 
some teachers. A Paramanandayyah Sishyula 
katha skit was performed by the teachers. A 
puppet show by one of the teachers in Hindi 
was entertaining. Smt. Usha Rani, our Telugu 

teacher performed a humorous skit called " sodi ".  Funny small skits were also performed by some of the teachers.  
st thA quiz for 1  to 5  was also conducted in which the students participated actively. 

Children's Day

Trip to INCOIS
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K. C. Vasudha, VIII Class

Contributed by

D. Harichandra Prasad, IX and

K. C. Vasudha, VIII Class

Congratulations to T. Tarun, VIII Class and S. B. V. Krishna, X Class who got selected for the CCMB 
(Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology) "Young Investigator Programme" to work with the scientists for ten days 
and participate in the investigative experiments.

Our (VIIIth class) trip to INCOIS was India is one among 23 countries participating in ocean 
exciting and informative. INCOIS is an observation. After the tragic tsunami of 2004, it has 
ocean research center. It was started in become important to monitor the oceans to save 

February 1999. We all know that oceans people from these underwater earthquakes. Thus 
are helpful in many ways, and are effective pathways INCOIS is a tsunami warning 
for transporting heavy cargo. They affect the climate center which has world-wide 
of a place, causing rainfall, controlling temperature. link i.e. a warning generated 
Oceans also cause heavy destruction of land in the here in India is sent to all 
form of cyclones and tsunamis. Thus it is important to p a r t i c i p a t i n g  n a t i o n s  
study and understand the oceans. INCOIS studies immediately. Tsunamis are 
and provides data on oceans to all.  We were able to caused by earthquakes on 
see their data center where large computers monitor the ocean bed which cause a 
our oceans. The Center receives data from the series of giant waves to swell up and flood the lands. 
satellites that orbit the earth. When these recede with great force they destroy 
Seven million people of India are dependent on ocean everything in their path just like any land earthquake.

for  f ishing.  PFZ – Our country is surrounded on three sides by oceans. 2 
Potential Fishing Zones million km of ocean surface is monitored by INCOIS 
are the zones where every 5 minutes with various parameters. They also 
fishes live in abundance. do ocean modeling based on various parameters 
Sate l l i tes f ind th is  received at the centre. INCOIS receives information 
information and send it about the oceans through a device called ARGO. 
to a centre like INCOIS ARGO is a system which constantly monitors the 
in the form of images. surface temperature and salinity of the upper 2000 

Scientists at INCOIS monitor these images and gather meters of the ocean. This is done through the help of 
information from them. When the fishermen go out on 3000 free drifting, information gathering floats. The 
their trips, INCOIS gives accurate and fast information floats weigh about 25 kg in weight. This information is 
on ocean weather conditions, onset of storms, then sent to necessary industries, government, armed 
tsunami etc, which helps the fishermen in being safe. forces, where the 'state of ocean' needs to be known in 
Information is also provided as to where to find more advance for carrying out various activities.
fish based on temperature and chlorophyll content of We thank INCOIS for giving us the opportunity to see 
the ocean. This also helps in better fish catch and their centre and answering all our questions.  
avoids over exploitation of one particular area.
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It was he (Pujya Lalaji Maharaj) who made it possible that a man could attain perfection in one 
life - rather a part of it - leading a just normal family life. - Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj

C. Surya, VII Poojitha Devi, I J.Sathvika, II J. Manisha, IX J. Poojitha, X Arpana Christten, III

ART GALLERY
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Ch. Vishnu Vardhan, I Kundan Sai, I K. Sravani, IV Y. Kirti, IV

D. Hari Priya, VIII Arshiya Begum, VII T. Tarun, VIII B. Rani, VI

K. C. Vasudha, VIII T. Sathvika, V K. Shiva Sai, V D. Vaishnavi, VII

NEW YEAR GREETING CARDS BY CHILDREN FOR LALAJI ERA

S. Pavani, X Md. Sameera, X S.Harika, IX Md. Afroze, X

B. Rani, VI

K. Nandi  Vardhan, VIII A. Kaivalya, VII K. Nirmala, VII Y. Daya Sagar, VII



Md. Afroze, X Class REPUBLIC DAY
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ear brothers and sisters,  D        The preamble also enshrines the values of 
We celebrate our Republic day on Justice, Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.

th Justice means treating people with fairness 26  January every year.  On this day the 
keeping in mind everyone's due rights.  It can be Indian Parliament adopted the Constitution 
achieved only when equality is given to all.realizing the long cherishing dream of Indian 
Liberty assures freedom to everyone to express people.  Indian Constitution starts with a preamble.  
his/her views but being a responsible citizen we It is the introduction to our Constitution which marks 
should receive that in a positive sense.the beginning that reveals the aspirations, goals; 
Justice, equality and liberty are closely related foundation on which our country's future is based.  
and interdependent.The preamble declares that India is a Sovereign, 
Fraternity means 'brotherhood'.  'Sahodara' Socialist, Secular, Democratic and Republic 
means born to same mother.  This closeness is country.
through their hearts and lasts forever till they live.  Sovereign means that our country is independent 
This feeling of brotherhood surpasses all barriers, in internal and external affairs.  It can take its own 
boundaries of place, creed, caste, religion, decisions without the interference of others.
language and brings all Indians into a single family.Socialist  means the state which reduces 

th
The concept of fraternity is explained in depth in  6  economic inequalities.  The aim of the government 
Commandment of Pujya Sri Ramchandraji always has been to reduce economic and social 
Maharaj's ten Commandments which exhorts us to imbalances.  We have to do our part in the society 
develop universal fraternity.  “Know all people as by not depriving the poor from their rights.
thy brethren and treat them as such” – this Secular  means that the state does not have its 
sentence stating the feeling of brotherhood own religion.  Our country has accepted different 
indicates that the entire universe is a huge family religions from ages.  Even though we follow 
and we all are related to each other.  This relation is different religion we all are brethren connected 
eternal.  This even shows that the root of happiness spiritually, morally and intellectually as said by 
is nothing but the progress and prosperity of our Pujya Babuji Maharaj.

Democracy  is the government of the people, for brothers and sisters.  This remembers the great 
the people and by the people.  It means people can Indian prayer 'Sarvejana Sukhino Bhavanthu'

Reminding ourselves of positivity in mind, faith in rule their country by electing their representatives.
Republic  means that the head of the state is not a onself, divinity in heart, purity of soul, let us salute 
hereditary king or queen but an elected the nation on Republic Day.

Jai Hind.representative.



Once there was cow named Manu.  He was a good and healthy cow but there was only 
one problem with him.  He was the only cow in the herd that had no horns.  Every day the 

other cows used to tease him about it and every day Manu felt sad.  One day he couldn't take 
the teasing anymore and went to his mother.  He asked his mother, “Amma, everyone in the herd has 
horns but not me.”  “How come I don't have any?”  Manu's mother said, “Manu, everyone's horns grew 
early and came.”  “Your horns are waiting to come out so that they can be the most beautiful horns in the 
herd.” Anyway, even if they are teasing you, ignore them.”  “You have more good qualities than them.”  
“You'll see.”  Manu felt happy and ignored the herd and teasing and 
continued his daily life.  Soon, he grew up to be a handsome cow.  One 
day, as the herd was grazing grass, a tiger silently crept toward the 
herd.  Manu, who noticed the tiger, mooed.  The herd understanding 
scrambled away.  Only Manu stayed.  The tiger came closer and was 
ready to pounce on Manu when he kept a stick in the tiger's mouth.  The 
tiger choked on the stick, unable to get it out.  He fell on the ground 
thrashing and choking when he went still.  Manu had saved the herd.  
They all congratulated him, forgetting about his horns.  They made him 
the leader of the herd and lived happily ever after.
Moral: Quality what you have is more important than your looks.
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B. Jagruti, VI Class SELF RESPECT

COOPERATION
N. Sowjanya, VIII Class

SANKRANTI
K. Sashi Vardhan Reddy, X Class

Once in a village lived four workers. 
They always used to fight with each 

other. Each one of them thought that he 
was great. Everyday they used to go to work and in the 
evening they used to fight with each 
other. The first worker said that he 
was great as he made pots and the 
pots were useful for all. People used 
the pots made by him in the summer 
and felt happy by drinking cool water 
from those pots. The second worker 
said that he was very great as he 

worked in the 
fields growing vegetables and 
fruits for the people. He said that 
people eat the fruits and 
vegetables grown by him and 
feel happy and stay healthy. The 

third worker said that he was great 
because he made clothes from 
cotton, wool, jute, etc. which was 
u s e d  b y  p e o p l e  t o  c o v e r  
themselves in different seasons. 
The fourth worker said that he was 
the greatest because he was a 

carpenter and 
made things that were useful for 
people. Thus all the four workers 
used to fight with each other

One day the head of the village 
came to the four workers and told them that the things 
grown or made by them were useful to all the people of 
the village. So if they worked together without fighting, 
they would be able to live happily and also the people of 
the village would live happily.

The four workers thought about the village head's 
advice and realized their mistake. They then decided to 
work without fighting with each other and to help each 
other. Thus they lived happily.

The Indian solar calendar celebrates 
the very auspicious festival of Makara 

Sankranti on the 14th of January.  Makar means 
Capricorn and Sankranti is transition.  Transition of 
the Sun from Sagittarius to Capricorn, during the 
winter solstice in the northern hemisphere is known 
as Makar Sankranti.  It is also known as the harvest 
festival.  It is the time the farmers bring home their 
harvest. 
This festival is celebrated over four days – Bhogi, 
Makara Sankranti, Kanuma and Mukkanuma.  The 
Sun God is felicitated in various ways over the period 
of the four day celebration.
Bhogi is when people discard old and derelict things 
in a bonfire and concentrate on new things causing 
change or transformation.  This represents 
realization, transformation and purification by 
imbibing and inculcating divine virtues.
Makara Sankranti is when people 
wear new clothes, pray to God 
and make traditional food.  They 
also make big and beautiful 
rangolis in front of their homes.  
Young girls feed animals, birds 
and fishes as a symbol of sharing.
Another notable feature of the 
festival in South India is the Haridasa who goes early 
in the morning around with a colourfully dressed cow, 

singing songs of Lord Vishnu.  
Hence the name Haridasu 
(servant of Hari).  It is a custom 
that he should not talk to anyone 
and only sing songs of Lord Vishnu 
when he goes to everyone's 
house. In the villages people hang 

the dry paddy for birds in their courtyard.  During 
these days people from Hyderabad fly kites. Children 
and elders enjoy this kite flying  .
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Once a young man was walking and habits of the Hindu religion etc. All 
along the streets of Calcutta.  He these things they knew before but 

saw a carriage rushing along the street.  The horse Swamiji explained very clearly and 
was frightened by something and it was running very patiently.
fast.  A lady was riding in the carriage.  She was in When, news came about the 
great danger because the carriage might be upset at outbreak of plague, Swamiji returned 
any moment.  No one was able to help her.  A  young to Calcutta and plunged into work. 
man ran towards the carriage, seized the reins and People were frightened and running 
forced the horse to stop.  The lady was saved and away. Swamiji started relief work at 
was very grateful to the man. that time. One of his brother monks 
The young man was called Narendranath but he asked him,"From where will we get the 
later became famous as Swami Vivekananda.  He money." Swamiji replied, "Why? We will 
was born in the famous Dutta family in Calcutta.  Sri sell the land for new Math. We are Sanyasins. We 
Viswanath Dutta was a lawyer.  His wife was should be ready to live under the trees and beg for 
Bhuvaneswari Devi.  She was like a queen in our food." It was not necessary to sell the land. 

th People gave money and Swamiji began the relief appearance as well as behavior.  On 12  January, 
work. The people who had plague were nursed in 1863 Narendranath was born to them.  He was a 
camps. Many workers came to help Swamiji and his naughty child and his mother found it extremely hard 
disciples. They cleaned the lanes and the houses, to control him.  She found that when Naren grew 
and taught the people what to do.extremely restless, if cold water was poured on his 
This work helped the people very much and they lost head chanting Shiva's name in his ear, he would 
their fear. They loved Swamiji much more than quiet down.  This was the only method by which she 
before. They saw that he was a practical Vedantin. could control Naren.  He learnt many things from his 
He not only taught the highest religious truth, he mother like Ramayana and Mahabharata.  
loved people even the poorest also. He tried to Naren also liked to play at meditation.  He and his 
remove their pain. friends would go to a lonely place and they would do 

meditation.  Once a cobra came along the ground.  Teachings:
The other boys ran away frightened but Naren 

Divinity of man : Believe in that all power is within stayed there.  After some time the cobra went away.  
us only, but do not believe that you are weak. Stand Later his parents asked him why he did not run 
up and express the divinity within you.away?  He replied, “I did not know anything about 
Self-confidence: You have everything in you but the snake.  I was feeling very happy.”
never lose faith in yourself. You can do anything in Swamiji and his disciples: Swamiji spent much 
the universe. Never weaken, all power is yours.time with his disciples. He used to go and talk with 

them every day. Daily he used to tell great things Call to the youth of India: If you are really my 
about India and vedanta. He wanted them to children, you will fear about nothing and stop at 
understand India and he used to tell about the nothing. You will be like lions. We must rouse India 
history of India and beliefs of people, their customs and the whole world. 
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SWAMI VIVEKANANDA
Uma Maheswari, IX Class Illustration - Uday Kumar, IX Class
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SRIMAD BHAGAVAD GITA

In a city there lived a girl named Kumari.  One day her friend invited 
Kumari for playing.  When she was returning home, she saw 

beautiful shoes.  From that day, she was dreaming about those shoes.  
In the classroom, house and in tuition also she was dreaming about 
shoes.  She was not paying attention in the class.  She was not even 

studying for exams.  The grades she got in her exams were very bad.  
Her parents, teachers scolded her but she was still dreaming about the 

shoes.  After few days she was still dreaming about the shoes and also became an 
angry girl.  From that day she started behaving like a bad girl.

Moral : Wishes can destroy our mind.  
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LALAJI ERA MONTH NAMES
D. Rajitha, X Class

M. Eesha, 

VI Class

In a person constantly thinking about objects
of sense there is born an attachment for them;
from attachment springs passion; from 
passion arises wrath; (2-62)

Page 8 -  Value Puzzle - Sacrifice, Aspiration, 
TruthSpeaking, Kindness, Manners, Satkama

Sudoku

Page 9 - Crossword - Across- 4) Samavarti      
5) Satpad 7) Iswar 9) Bhanwar 10) Bhuma 12) 
Radha Down - 1) Samadristi 2) Viveka 3) Krishna 
6) Prabhu 8) Varada 11) Prana
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SOLUTIONS

RANGOLI

Lalaji Era started from 1873.  Each 
month name was named for a 

specific reason.  The first month of the Lalaji Era 
th

starts from 14  January of every year.  We 
th st

consider 14  January of every year as 1  
Samavarti and first day of New Year of Lalaji Era.  
In the fourth month Prabhu, we have our beloved 
Master Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj's 
birthday.  Varada is the month which is named 
after Pujya Dr. K.C.Varadachari's birthday.  The 
eighth month we have our Lord Sri Krishna's 
birthday.  We celebrate that day as Sri Krishna 
Janmashtami.  In the month of January the 
children of our school are encouraged to prepare 
greetings for the New Year.  Viveka is named after 
Swami Vivekananda whose birthday falls on 

thJanuary 12 .
So for the months of Lalaji Era each month has a 
specific importance.  
The other month names are Prana, Bhuma, 
Bhanwar, Iswar, Samadristi, Satpad, Radha. 

M. Pranay Kumar

VII Class
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BODH 

Special School for Slow Learners (Children with Learning Difficulties)

We are happy to express that this year Bodh received a good number of enquiries and 18 students were 
admitted which include some of the Satkama slow learning students.  The endeavour to make children 

with learning difficulties and their parents happy, is expressed by them in many ways.  Children are allowed to 
express their feelings freely.   A child who was sad and unhappy in her earlier classes is now writing poems on 
happiness.  Children who were not knowing much about arts are now drawing and painting excellently well. They 
are encouraged to freely express their creativity through arts and crafts. Some of them participated in painting 
contest conducted by Balbhavan during November and Konaseema Chitrakalaparishad during December. 
During their gardening period they are allowed to spend time with plants and they are being taught to love nature.  
Children's improvement in language and math concepts is making them confident.  Children who were afraid of 
putting pen on paper are now writing articles and stories.  Parents express that the behaviour of their children has 
improved and now they are cooperative in their homes and are becoming well organised.  Children say they are 
relaxed, calm and happy when they offer Prayer every day at beginning and closing of the school. 

MY SCHOOL
G. Santoshini, V Class

In Bodh school we 
learn so many 

values.  In morning we do 
prayer.  In Bodh school 
teachers help us in all subjects.  
We learn it easily.  We also learn 
drawing and craft.  We read 
moral stories in school.  I feel happy in Bodh school 
and I like Bodh school.

A boy named Ramu was nine years 
old. One day he was going to 

school by bus.  On the way he saw an old 
man who was blind and dumb. The old man was very 
worried to cross the road. Ramu was a very kind 

person and he wanted to 
help the old man. Then and 
there he got down from the 
bus to help the old man. He 
held the old man's hand and 
helped him cross the road.  
The man was very thankful to 
Ramu and the people on the 

road appreciated Ramu's helping nature.
Moral: We should help others who are in trouble.

HELPFUL
A. Divya, IV Class

Students made greeting cards enthusiastically on 
the occasion of New Year of Lalaji Era.

GREETING CARDS

M. V. S. Sashank Uday Jahangir

When I do prayer I will be happy. 
When I  go to school I will be 

happy.
When I  do gardening I will 
be happy.  When I play in 
the school I will be happy.
When I draw I will be happy.

HAPPINESS
M. Rani, V Class
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ART & CRAFT FAIR

Our school conducted art fair  on 
ndNovember 2 . Many paintings, 

crafts and clay pots done by our school children were 
exhibited on that day. I did some paintings, crafts and 
had drawn some designs on clay pots and diyas. I felt 
very happy when I saw my paintings in the exhibition. 

So many people visited and 
were buying my paintings 
and craft products which 
were prepared by me. In 
this exhibition we exhibited 
our plants which were 
s o w e d  d u r i n g  o u r  
gardening period. I felt 

happy and felt like drawing more paintings to exhibit 
next time when they keep the exhibition. I thank the 
teachers and our art Sir to keep this Art Exhibition.

Mounika, VI Class

'Education’ is a multidimensional in nature. Not 
only the intellectual aspect of development and 
social and emotional adjustment is the task of 
education but more than all this essentially making 
a person ‘human’ is the real task of education. 
Human perfection lies in ‘man’ becoming ‘real man’ 
according to the Great Master of the day Sri 
Ramchandraji Maharaj of Shahjahanpur, U.P. India. 
- Pujya Sri K. C. Narayana – excerpt from  Address 
to teachers and parents of the BODH school on 
the occasion of the Independence Day 
Celebrations -2004

HONESTY
Chakridhar, V Class

Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj 
was very honest.  Once he was in 

school premises, he found a rupee coin.  He gave 
t h e  c o i n  t o  t h e  
h e a d m a s t e r .  H e a d  
master praised him.  He 
told all students to follow 
him.  If  I find money I will 
also give it  to the teacher 
or headmaster.

PARENT'S FEEDBACK

Chi. A. Naveen Kumar

was awarded

gold medal in

national level

painting contest

conducted by

Konaseema Chitrakala

Parishad.
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Satkama High school craft fair was a grand success which reiterated the fact that children love crafts. The 
sense of joy that children experience when drawing, painting, and cutting, pasting and working with 

different materials is worth watching. Kids love working with their hands. 
The amazing developmental benefits that children can obtain through creative craft ideas make crafts such 
an important  part of a child's healthy development. Some of the benefits are social skills, small and gross 
motor development, creative and visual spatial development, concentration and the completion of tasks, 
persistence and seeing tasks through to completion and lastly success and self worth.
Keeping in view the above thoughts, children at Satkama had made many handmade crafts as part of their 

st
curriculum. These were displayed during our Deepawali Art Fair on November 1  2013. Activities were not just 
limited to painting or paper crafts but included Trellis making, File Folders, Diya painting, Vertical pot 
arrangement, warli painting on the walls.

VERTICAL GARDENING

Growing of plants in a vertical 
direction is cal led vert ical 

gardening. In our school, we have done this 
project with the help of our teacher. We can use any 
materials to make a simple vertical garden.

A strong stick or iron rod, 
c o c o n u t  f i b e r ,  t h i c k  
construction jute thread, coco 
peat, plastic container jugs, 
boxes with drain holes at the 
bottom
Take a large planter and place 
soil in it and place the stick or 
iron rod in the center. Make a 
hole at the bottom of the plastic 
boxes so that they slide in the 
stick and align them 5-6 inches 
above the first pot.
We can have as many pots as 

we want in this manner. In the lower pot, we planted 
Mint and in the small bowl's we planted Methi and 
Coriander seeds. Thus in the space of one pot we 
have three pots and can grow greens that are 
needed for our house purpose.

N. Teja, IX Class

MAKING A TRELLIS

Growing creepers require that we 
build a strong trellis. When the 

creepers climb on the trellis they can grow 
faster, the leaves and fruit will not spoil on the 
ground. We had planted some bottle gourd and 
Indian cucumber seeds (dosakkai) which needed a 

place to climb on.
We dug four holes about 
6 inches deep at four 
corners of the garden 
plot. We placed 6 feet 
sticks in these holes and 
secured them. Then we 
tied coconut thread at 
the top of these sticks to 

form a lattice arrangement for the bottle gourd and 
cucumber plants to spread along. Now we have a 
trellis that will help the plants to grow freely.

MAKING A FILE
S. K. Anilya, VII Class

In our craft class, we learnt to make a 
new type of file folder. To make this we 

require a thick chart paper or handmade 
paper, gum and staples.
This is very easy to make and can be done at our 
house. How to make the file folder is described 
below. Try on your own and these can be decorated 
the way you like.

D. Haripriya, VIII Class

I

Paper File Folder

  was very excited to learn file folder 
making as it is useful for us every day. 

We can file all our paintings, notes or 
important papers in these files. 

What you need : Thick paper or chart paper or 
handmade paper, Gum, punches and thread.
Making the folder is in picture format which will easy 
for all to follow.

1. Cut a chart paper or handmade paper of size 
(rectangle ABCD ) 22 * 10 inches.
2. Additional paper for folding of size (rectangle 
CDEF) 22* 6 inches should be cut together with the 
first rectangle.
3. Fold along line CD to bring end EF inside and close 
the end tabs G on top with glue.
4. As you see in the completed picture for additional 
support one can have a small strip of paper pasted in 
the center.

K. Mukesh, VII Class
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Dr. G. Vijay Kumar, B.A.M.S., M.S

Warli painting is mostly done by tribal people of Gujarat 
and Rajasthan. At Satkama high school, we made an 

effort to learn Warli painting. This kind of painting is mostly 
done using triangles and circles. For 
human figure's two triangles are used. 
The paintings are done on a red 
background (red oxide walls) using 
white paste specially made by the 

th
tribals.  At Satkama, we the 10  class children tried to depict a garden 
scene on our school wall. We had lots of fun learning this painting 
technique which is very unique. We all were pleased to see the painting 

stafter it was completed. During the Art fair conducted on Nov 1  at our 
school, many parents appreciated our effort. 

MSRCM HOSPITAL NEWS 

Dry Skin: 

Home remedies:Home remedies:

Sinusitis:

According to Ayurveda, dry skin is more prone to this problem.  The kapha dosha gets 
caused by vata dosha.  When vata dosha aggravated in the body and running nose and nasal 
increases in the body, it makes the skin dry and congestion will happen.  Sinusitis is treated by 
wrinkle.  In winter we all should take care of our skin reestablishing drainage passages eliminating the 
in order to avoid winter dryness.  Winter dryness is source of inflammation and improving the immunity 
found in all age groups. power.

®Regular intake of 5ml Tulasi Swarasam (Tulasi ®Regular massage (Abhyangam) with lukewarm 
leaf juice) with 2ml honey removes sinusitis and sesame oil will help and keep our body away from 
improves body immunity.problems like dry skin, coldness, muscle stiffness, 
®Fresh juice of onion mixed with honey removes joint pains and frozen shoulder.  Apply the sesame 
the stuffiness and nasal blockage.oil half hour to 1 hour before bath and wash off with 
®Turmeric with diluted milk removes the nasal lukewarm shower.
stuffiness.®Winter dryness is caused due to loss of moisture 
®Black pepper, long pepper and dried ginger with from skin during winter.  We should keep our body 
honey is very good remedy for chronic sinusitis.moisturized by applying Aloe Vera gel.  (Kalabanda 
®Facial steam with Turmeric and Eucalyptus oil is gujju)
the most effective way to get rid of or prevent ®Apply a thin layer of coconut oil half hour before 
sinusitis.bath.
®According to Ayurveda, Nasya Karma has very ®Apply a paste of Papaya over the face to avoid 
important role in treating sinusitis.  Daily putting 2-3 facial dryness.
drops of til oil or Anu tailam in both nostrils will help ®Add some honey in milk and apply this mixture 
in relieving nasal congestion.over the face, neck, hands and legs.  Apply it for 15 
®Sleep with your head elevated. This will help your minutes before bathing.
sinuses drain reducing congestion.®Apply olive oil all over the body for good 
In winter, regular exercises and oil body massages moisturisation.
keeps our body warm and away from dry skin  In winter season, Sinusitis is one of the 
problems.  Our body should be properly covered major problems.  People having dust allergies are 
and wrapped with proper warm clothes.
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WARLI PAINTINGMd. Saqeeb Ali, X Class

WINTER HEALTH PROBLEMS

Lakshmi Prasanna, V Class

Santoshini, 

V Class

Hot Mat

Photo Frame

Hakeem, 

VI Class
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SPECIAL SCHOOL FOR SLOW LEARNERS

(CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES)
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BODH
SCHOOL FOR INTEGRATIVE DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION FOR A NEW SPIRITUAL ERA

Dedicated to Divine Resource Development

Plot Number 1735, Pragathinagar - Kukatpally

Hyderabad, INDIA, Phone: 91-40-64518979

http://www.sahajsevasamsthan.org/satkama/

email : satkama@sahajsevasamsthan.org 

INSTITUTE OF SRI RAMCHANDRA CONSCIOUSNESS

SATKAMA High School, sponsored by Sahaj Seva Samsthan is a regular school giving quality education to 
students by the Grace of Eternal Master Pujya SriRamchandraji Maharaj. The school is approved by Govt. of  
A.P. for classes from I to X (SSC Board). The school has full-fledged teaching staff, library and computer lab and 
science lab. The school emphasizes not just the intellectual, social and emotional development but also the 
spiritual development of the child through the virtues of gratitude, hope, satisfaction, friendship, sharing, 
service, non-violence, non-jealousy, non-envy, controlling the desires and urges etc.  The school encourages 
creativity in children through drawings, poems, arts and dramatic activities. The school's curriculum includes 
vocational activities, field trips and group learning.  The school strictly maintains a teacher student ratio of 1:15 
for quality attention. The school has produced excellent SSC results in the 6 batches that have passed till date. 

th
Enquiries for Admissions into classes I to X subject to availability will be taken from February 17 .  
Please contact office.

ADMISSION NOTICE

Bodh - a special school looks after the requirements of children with Special Educational Needs who are 
unable to study in normal schools, who are repeated failures in normal schools, and who are school drop-outs.  
One of the main objectives of Bodh School is to make the child realise that he/she carries the Divine Master in the 
heart and is loveable and useful in the society for that reason. School prepares them to appear for the 
examinations conducted by District Board/ National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS). With the help of different 
educational assessments and also with the guidance of qualified doctors and psychologists, school identifies the 
problems of the children. School helps children in improving their reading, writing, mathematical skills and also in 
improving their behavior. School takes up each student as a separate case and helps in overall development of 
child keeping teacher pupil ratio at 1:5 to give individual attention. For admission please contact personally.

SATKAMA HIGH SCHOOL

BODH
 Special School for Slow Learners (Children with Learning Difficulties)
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